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Disclaimer: None of the following is advice. It is our research and views on Cogstate Ltd (ASX:CGS). We have been building a position in CGS over the

past ~2 months and it is now a large position in our fund. We currently have around 2/3 of the position size we want to accumulate, with the intention

to buy more as management (ideally – all going to plan) execute on key milestones over the next 6 months or so.

Company Overv iewCompany Overv iew

Cogstate is a leading provider of software and services for the measurement and assessment of cognition. The company has four offices –

Melbourne (Head Office), Connecticut, New York and Barcelona, over 90 employees and a network of expert neuropsychologists across 25 countries.

CGS currently operates in three segments, all of which use the same core proprietary cognitive assessment technology that Cogstate has

developed:

Cl in ical  Tr ia ls :  Cl in ical  Tr ia ls :  Cogstate provides software and professional services for clinical research programs seeking to demonstrate a drug’s impact on

cognition. The offering includes Cogstate’s proprietary software for the assessment of cognition (as well as in-licensed neuropsychological

technology where necessary) and the full suite of services including set-up, design, and training through to analysis, data collection and data

management.

Cogstate can deliver services at any phase of the clinical trial process (these phases will be explained later), with revenue typically increasing at later

phases of trials in line with the increase in size and complexity.

Customers are typically large drug companies or Contract Research Organisations (CRO’s) to which the large drug companies outsource the delivery

of a clinical trial (who then outsource the assessment of cognition – a highly specialised niche service – to the likes of Cogstate). CGS sells these

services on a contract basis with contracts typically measured anywhere from 9 months to a number of years, providing good security and visibility

over future revenue. Clinical trials currently comprises around 95% of total revenue.

Precis ion Recrui tment :  Precis ion Recrui tment :  Precision Recruitment is a solution for the recruitment of patients into clinical trials based on the absence, presence

and/or degree of their cognitive impairment. The solution is sold to the drug company or CRO tasked with recruiting for a clinical trial and involves

an online cognition assessment screening tool to ensure only suitable participants are recruited. Over time a registry of these subjects and their

suitability for various clinical trials is captured and can be provided to the drug companies as an additional service.

Precision Recruitment generated $0.5m in revenue (at very high margin) in FY15 in beta phase and has now been fully launched. CGS charge an

annual license fee and a success fee for each individual recruited in to the trial. The annual license fee generally covers the cost of delivery while

the real driver for CGS is the success fee, though they have not disclosed what the figure per participant will be.

Cognigram:Cognigram: Cognigram is a cognition assessment tool for use by primary doctors to detect and monitor cognitive decline, which can often be

representative of early stage dementia The idea is for this assessment tool to be comparable to the way General Practitioners can test a patients

cholesterol or blood pressure in a simple, quick and easy to interpret manner.

Cognigram is currently part of a small pilot in Canada and is yet to be a significant financial contributor, running at a loss of a couple hundred

thousand dollars per year. However, the technology holds significant value from the perspective of data collection and strategic positioning, which

we will explore later in this report.
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The CogState StoryThe CogState Story

CogState was born out of Melbourne University in 1999 as a developer of computerised cognitive testing software with the vision being to detect the

early signs of dementia (the majority cause of which is Alzheimer’s Disease). The development of the Cogstate technology for the assessment of

cognitive decline opened up a number of business opportunities with the most lucrative being the provision of software and services to clinical trials,

which remains the growth engine for the company today.

CGS listed on the ASX in 2004 as a pure research and development start up with essentially no revenue but with market leading and highly validated

technology that the company continued to develop, often alongside leading drug companies and research institutions like Pfizer (who at one point

committed R&D funding and subsidised the opening of their US office) and Yale.

In 2005 Brad O’Connor was appointed as CEO (and remains so today) and made the decision to focus on the clinical trials business. That decision

proved very wise as the growth of the business since listing has been exceptional rising from US$0.4m of contract wins in 2005 to US$9.3m in 2011, a

CAGR of 71%.

The company has long realised that the core technology they have developed has numerous applications outside of just clinical trials, some with

much larger market opportunities. One example of this is Axon Sports, launched in 2011 for cognitive assessment in sports related concussions.

While the company won a number of top tier clients (AFL, NRL, NBA, UK Rugby League, Toyota) the decision was eventually made to exit this

business in late 2014, with the company retaining their sports concussion testing product.

In 2012 CGS developed Cognigram, the cognitive assessment tool for primary care practitioners. It was launched as a small pilot in Canada in

partnership with Merck who were given the exclusive rights to market and promote the test. The agreement was later renegotiated with CGS

resuming marketing and promotional rights but with Merck continuing to provide some e-marketing services.

Precision Recruitment, the company’s web-based clinical trials recruitment tool, is a more recently developed product. The web-based screening

tool is pioneering in the market and the opportunity is enormous, with reception from major drug companies so far being very positive.

Up until around 2012 the CGS model was what management refer to as a scientist to scientist based model. In their efforts to pursue the plethora of

new opportunities with the core Cogstate technology they lost a bit of focus from what has always been the growth engine – the clinical trials

business. It was at this point that the company decided to return to its core business and bring a new commercial focus to the growth of the

company.

As a result of this the clinical trials business has resumed its impressive growth trajectory in FY15 and the company is positioned to rapidly grow

earnings in FY16 and beyond.

Rapid Growth At  Cogstate .  What ’s  Changed?Rapid Growth At  Cogstate .  What ’s  Changed?

2015 was a stellar year for growth at Cogstate. Clinical trials revenue grew 42% to A$15.2m, while over the same period the company secured

US$23.7m (~A$33m) in sales contracts for future years. That impressive rate of contract wins continued into FY16 with another US$13m (~A$18m)

worth of contracts signed up to December 14th, bringing the total secured revenue for the clinical trials business for FY16 to A$20.4m, already 34%

above the FY15 figure with the first half of the year still yet to conclude.
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So what’s changed?

One of the main reasons for the uplift in new contract wins is key appointments to the CGS team. Craig Gravina became CTO in June 2014, bringing

with him 19 years of experience in product and software development in healthcare, digital media and internet industries. Lammert Albers came on

board as Chief Commercial Officer in November 2014, previously working as VP of Business Development at PRA Health Sciences, one of the largest

CRO’s in the world. His appointment lead the revamp of the sales team, with a BD for the West Coast of the US appointed in February, one in the

East Coast in April and a European BD in October of this year. The benefits of these and other additions have already begun to flow through, but we

suspect we are yet to see the full impact of the new commercial focus at Cogstate.

“Targeted strategy delivering results – a 10x increase in proposals vs PCP”

– CGS AGM, 22nd October, 2015

Secondly, the markets in which Cogstate operate have really come in to their own over the last decade and increasingly so over the last two to three

years. Consider that in 2004 Cogstate viewed their addressable market as being worth US$90m a year. Today they cite figures from a

MarketsandMarkets report stating their market is worth US$2.4b in 2015 moving to US$7.5b in 2020, a compound average growth rate of 25.6%.

In fact the market for their newest product – Precision Recruitment – is alone worth multiples more than their total addressable market was worth

back in 2004.

The report mentioned above outlines the cognitive assessment market as such:

“Cognitive assessment is the assessment of one’s information processing and psychological functions. It is defined as a solution that is able to

monitor, assess, train, or enhance cognitive functions. These solutions are applied for several uses such as in dementia screening, clinical trials,

academic research, corporate and classroom learning, self-assessment, and brain training. Furthermore, professionals across verticals such as

education, sports, healthcare, defense, and many others also use cognitive assessment and training solutions.”

It goes on to explain that this market is experiencing rapid growth driven by advancements in technology, an ageing population and a growing

awareness of brain health in the medical community (you’ve probably seen or heard of consumer focused brain fitness products like Lumosity or the

Brain Training video game series).

There have also been regulatory changes that have driven the adoption of cognitive assessment in clinical trials and other domains. A couple of

years ago the FDA issued guidance stating that cognitive assessment was strongly suggested and that the usual assessment of biomarkers wasn’t

enough.

The amount of research going into Alzheimer’s Disease and other major psychiatric disorders like Schizophrenia, ADHD and Depression continues to

grow rapidly while there is also a rising interest in testing the cognitive effects of various other drugs (oncology, cardiometabolic, etc). All of which

increases the level of demand for Cogstate’s cognitive assessment services in clinical trials.

Further, both the FDA and European Medicines Agency (EMA) now insist on drug companies conducting cognitive assessment in paediatric clinical

trials (where as previously they were treated as ‘small adults’ – see this podcast by Cogstate Clinical Science Director Dr Brian Harel). Paediatrics is a

growth area that really only opened up for CGS in 2014 but has seen them win a significant amount of deals in the area since then.

It is this combination of a revamped commercial strategy and business development team (vs the prior scientist to scientist model) and very

favourable market conditions that has generated the growth we have seen over the last 12-18 months.

There remains plenty of work out there and if the market growth forecasts hold true it will remain that way for the foreseeable future. Cogstate are

seeing 10x the amount of proposals they were seeing this time last year and it is now up to the sales team to convert those proposals into sales

contracts.

http://www.marketsandmarkets.com/PressReleases/cognitive-assessment.asp
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It is our view that CGS can achieve above market sales growth over the next 2-3 years in the clinical trials business alone. Add on top of that a

growing contribution from Precision Recruitment and there is an opportunity to significantly exceed market growth rates of 25%.

With that said lets now take a closer look at the business.

Cl in ical  Tr ia lsCl in ical  Tr ia ls

Cogstate provide software and services into clinical trials, focused on the niche market of cognitive assessment. They offer the full suite of services

from design of the study through to assessment & rater training, data collection and data management.

What is Rater Training?

Rater training is a broad term used to cover services provided for all scales and tests, including traditional paper and pencil tests, used in clinical

trials to measure cognition. Cogstate’s legacy of cognitive science and technology, the size and depth of its science team of neuropsychologists and

its systematic integration of science, operations and technology make it unique as a vendor of these services, delivering exemplary service and

innovation.

The Cogstate scientific services ensure high quality, cost effective and seamless implementation: with engaged raters and supportive yet minimally

burdensome procedures, high quality cognitive data and accurate questionnaire data will be generated and collected in a standard manner.

The way it works is that a drug company looking to test the effects of a new compound on a patients cognitive performance (often for the treatment

of a neurological disorder like Alzheimers or Schizophrenia or simply to assess the impact of, say, an oncology drug on a patient’s cognition) will

approach CGS directly or, more typically, engage a large Contract Research Organisation (CRO). This CRO will then engage CGS for the assessment

of cognition in the trial, a niche and highly specialised service. As we will see in the section on competitors, Cogstate is a leader in the provision of

cognitive assessment for clinical trials.
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Contract size and revenue typically increase in later phase trials in line with the increase in size and complexity. As an example, a typical contract

awarded to CGS for a Phase 1 trial might be around $200k over 9 months, while Cogstate recently won a Phase 3 contract worth $7.3m over four and

a half years. These contracts give CGS good visibility over future revenue.

Cogstate typically engage with a client at Phase 2 which is also where the majority of their work is currently being done. Once they are contracted by

a client they become quite embedded in the process and hence customers are very sticky. The cognitive data that is collected and analysed by

Cogstate needs to be used as a baseline at latter stages. So what we find is that if a trial moves from one phase to another there is a very strong

likelihood that CGS will continue to work with that customer. There is of course the chance that the trial doesn’t proceed to the next phase (refer to

graphic above).

The combination of market leadership, a rapidly growing niche market, locked in future revenue on long term contracts and sticky customers is what

attracts us to Cogstate.

CGS is half way through a technology re-write with development costs baked into overheads so we shouldn’t see any lift in development costs,

which we estimate runs at about $4m/year and is fully expensed. The new platform will be easier to use and hardware independent, allowing it to

be deployed on tablets and enabled for touch screens, something customers have requested. The clinical trials business will be transitioned to the

new platform midway through calendar 2016, likely to strong reception from the customer base.

The cost of sales for this business is primarily the cost associated with hiring people out, providing computers and materials, training and marketing.

In the accounts there is a relatively large investment in Plant and Equipment – this relates to the purchase of computers that are sent to site for the
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clinical trials. The net effect of this (at least over the longer term) is positive as the computers are depreciated in the cost of sales line over 3 years

but in many cases the useful life is 5 or more years. This figure will grow as the business grows. Gross margins for the clinical trials business run at

57-60% but 2H15 was a little above that range.

You’ll see in the revenue line something referred to as ‘cost pass throughs.’ These relate to things like translation of cognitive tests into various

languages. They are incurred by Cogstate and reimbursed by their customer. Cost pass throughs are higher with latter stage trials (some Phase 3

trials may involve 30+ languages for example) so as the proportion of latter phase contracts increases we will see the cost pass through figure rise,

but the net effect is zero.

The clinical trials business forms the core of our investment thesis. We are anticipating revenue from the clinical trials business to come in at $24-

$26m in FY16 which would result in an EBITDA profit for this business of somewhere around $1m-$2m.

Where we see the real upside is in FY17. The timing of contract wins is difficult to predict but we feel confident that by this time next year CGS will

have a solid forward order book for the 2017 financial year and should be able to exceed $30m in revenue. Overheads are running at ~$13.5m/year

meaning any revenue over ~$23m drops down to the bottom line at roughly 60% margin. This means that at $30m+ revenue the clinical trials

business produces EBITDA of $4.5m+.

We believe that as we move into the second half of FY16 the market will realise that Cogstate is now profitable with an enormous amount of

operating leverage that will come to fruition as revenues continue to grow. Our expectation is that the market will then look forward to FY17, factor in

the solid order book for that year (and likely beyond) and price the stock on FY17 earnings.

Now while our base case is for decent profitability in FY16 and the real growth in FY17 there remains the possibility that some of that growth we

expect in FY17 will be brought forward to FY16. Consider that at 22nd October CGS had $18.7m revenue already locked in for FY16. At the same time

last year the amount of revenue they had locked in for FY15 proved to be 63% of where total revenue ended up for the year, or in absolute figures

they added another $6m in revenue between Oct 22nd last year and the end of FY15.

If we take the $18.7m locked in at the time of the AGM and assume they add another $6m (like they did last year) we get to $24.7m revenue for FY15,

right in the middle of our base case scenario we provided above. Considering the new commercial team has now been built and have had time to

settle in, and proposals are running at 10x where they were this time last year, we think this is actually reasonably conservative and are happy to use

it as our base case.

But if the $18.7m proved to be roughly 63% of where total revenue ends up for FY16 then we are looking at FY16 revenues approaching the $30m

mark and all of a sudden CGS looks very cheap on FY16 numbers and exceedingly so on FY17 numbers.

Keep in mind the above is our bullish scenario. We are working off the more conservative figure of $24-$26m revenue for the clinical trials business

in FY16. As of December 14th CGS had A$20.4m signed for FY16 and noted they expect more contracts to be signed before the end of the year.

With that said it should start to be clear why we are holders of Cogstate at current prices. And we are yet to discuss the prospects of Precision

Recruitment and Cognigram – both significant opportunities in their own right.

Customers – Cl in ical  Tr ia lsCustomers – Cl in ical  Tr ia ls

For the clinical trials business the customers are typically large drug companies or the CROs to which they outsource the trial. As a result Cogstate’s

customers are major drug companies like AstraZeneca, Novartis, J&J, Pfizer, GSK, Eli Lilly and others. While CRO customers include Quintiles, PRA

and Parexel.



Compet i tors  – Cl in ical  Tr ia lsCompet i tors  – Cl in ical  Tr ia ls

As previously mentioned the assessment of cognition in the provision of clinical trials is a highly specialised niche market. Customers want a provider

with scientifically validated technology in the area in which they are testing (e.g a study on Alzheimer’s will want a service provider who boasts peer

reviewed studies of their technology showing the ability to detect the mild cognitive decline associated with Alzheimer’s in its earliest stages –

something Cogstate has a strong reputation for). There is also the question of the mix between traditional paper and pencil tests and computerised

assessment (the trend over the last few years has been towards computerised assessment though there is a sizeable paper and pencil component).

It takes time to not only develop the technology but more importantly to build up the clinical validation in this niche area and as a result there are

only a handful of players that we have identified as competitors to Cogstate.

The first, and the most direct comparison, is a company called Cambridge Cognition, listed in the UK. Cambridge has a long history of operation with

highly validated technology and (from everything we have read and been told) is a good little company. They have a clinical trials business, a

healthcare business (with a product very similar to Cognigram) and a research business. They even began to build a commercial team in the US in

2015 as they too have recognised the opportunity that exists in that market.

Cambridge’s clinical trials business is running at annualised revenue of about A$12m, making it much smaller than CGS. The clinical trials business

produces a marginal profit but the company as a whole is still generating a loss at the EBITDA level, though they are expecting growth in FY16.

Cambridge differs from CGS in that their cognitive assessment tools are completely computerised, resulting in higher margins than CGS but without

the capability to offer paper and pencil testing. They also get a much larger % of revenue from their research division, which is different to the CGS

model of offering cheap or even free access to research in exchange for access to key data that CGS can then use in its sales materials.

Despite CGS being considerably larger than Cambridge their market capitalisations at the time of this writing are actually quite similar. At current

prices Cambridge is capitalised at A$30m vs CGS at A$38m.

Cambridge has a history of losses and is guiding to a 2015 result similar to 2014, but have told the market they expect significant growth in FY16.

They have A$3.5m in cash vs CGS cash balance of ~$A4.1m at the end of 1Q16. Forward EV/Sales is currently 2.2x vs CGS at 1.34x. Given CGS is now

profitable and Cambridge is yet to do the same we think CGS should be the one trading at a premium. Looked at another way CGS could appreciate

~64% and still look fair value based on its most comparable peer.

According to data from the NYU Stern School of Business and the highly respected Professor Aswath Damodaran as of the start of 2015 software

http://aibl.csiro.au/research/clinical-and-cognitive/
http://www.cambridgecognition.com/
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businesses in the US traded on an EV/Revenue multiple of between 2.86x-6.32x. This would imply a share price range for CGS of 43c-90c based on

FY15 trailing financials. The figure would be considerably higher if we used our forecast FY16 revenue figure. 

The next tier up are larger providers like Medavante and Bracket Global. Both are private equity owned and both have a larger focus on paper and

pencil testing vs computerised assessment, the opposite of CGS.

Medavante offer a broader range of services than CGS and operate in the US and Europe. Interestingly the reviews of their own employees do not

appear encouraging for either work conditions or their stated market positioning, which can be viewed here. We do acknowledge that is a small

sample size.

Bracket Global are also a much broader provider of CRO services. Bracket acquired their CDR Computerised Cognitive Testing system some years

ago in an effort to boost their computerised assessment offering and from what we can tell it is now part of their eCOA platform, an electronic

platform for the collection of clinical trial data. We have heard anecdotally that the system has not been well managed and a number of employees

have left since the acquisition. Bracket also acquired Clintara in June, a platform of clinical trial surveillance tools. We think this is indicative of

Bracket’s acquisitive approach vs CGS in-house developed technology.

The larger CROs like PRA, Quintiles and Parexel typically outsource to the likes of Cogstate, Bracket and Medavante.

With market growth rates running at circa 25.6% out to 2020 there will be plenty of opportunity for all players in the space. Cogstate’s leading

position and competitive advantages (as well as the fact it is coming off a low base relative to its larger competitors) are why we expect CGS has the

opportunity to exceed market growth rates over the next few years.

Cogstate Compet i t ive Advantage – Cl in ical  Tr ia lsCogstate Compet i t ive Advantage – Cl in ical  Tr ia ls

We view the Cogstate competitive advantage as the following:

Cogstate Technology and Scientific Validation: The Cogstate battery and associated technology has been continually developed since 1999, often in

direct partnership with some of the largest and most highly respected pharmaceutical companies and research institutions in the world. The CGS

team comprises world leading neuroscientists and regularly pushes out peer reviewed studies to support the competencies of the CGS technology.

Validation of the CGS technology is a significant moat. Even if a competitor invested the time and money in developing a comparable technology it

would take many years for their technology to be validated to the extent that Cogstate has been. The appointment of Dr Alan Finkel (who was

recently appointed Chief Scientist of Australia) as a director and his significant investment into the company earlier this year is further validation of

the market leading technology.

As we mentioned previously, when a customer is choosing their provider they want someone with validated data and a proven track record specific

to the trial they are conducting. So, for example, Cogstate are recognised as being strong in Alzheimers (largely off the back of this study),

depression (where they do the largest amount of their work currently), ADHD and Schizophrenia and are thus well positioned for trials related to

these disorders. This is a quality that takes years of scientific validation and successful relationships with major customers to build.

Entrenched with customers: Once CGS is contracted by a client they typically become deeply entrenched. The CGS technology and the data that is

produced through assessment of participants in the trial becomes a baseline for further assessment. The purpose is to track any change in cognitive

performance and a steady baseline and consistent means of assessment is critical. This remains the case not only throughout the individual phases

of the trial but as the trial transitions from one phase to the next. This means switching costs are high.

Niche Market and Specialisation: Within clinical trials Cogstate operate in the niche market of cognition. They have been there since the very

beginning and have grown as that market has expanded. They have a long history of servicing the market and track records with the biggest

pharmaceutical companies in the world as regular repeat customers.

Precis ion Recrui tmentPrecis ion Recrui tment

As the understanding of Alzheimer’s and other neurological diseases has improved there has been a general recognition for the need to conduct

clinical trials on earlier stage patients. It has traditionally been difficult to filter out those participants who aren’t suited to the trial being conducted –

they are either too late in the disease stage for drugs or therapy to correct the illness, or with zero cognitive impairment at all. Often, the early signs

of mild cognitive impairment are so minute that even a spouse or close family member cannot detect the change, where as Cogstate’s technology is

proven to be able to do so which shows how hard it can be to find the early stage patients these trials are in search of. Not to mention that the cost

of unsuitable participants has been measured at $2-$11k/participant. When you consider that these trials can number in the thousands in later

phases that is a sizeable cost.

“Precision Recruitment is an online pre-screening portal that accelerates the identification of qualified clinical trial participants in high-need

indications such as Alzheimer’s disease.”

That forms the basis underpinning Precision Recruitment where Cogstate’s Battery is delivered as an online screening tool that participants can use

in their own home. The market opportunity for this is enormous – we estimate it runs into the hundreds of millions each year and from what we can

see it hasn’t been done before.

http://www.medavante.com/
https://www.glassdoor.com.au/Reviews/MedAvante-Reviews-E452219.htm?&countryRedirect=true
https://www.bracketglobal.com/
http://www.outsourcing-pharma.com/Clinical-Development/eCRO-Bracket-Global-acquires-trial-tech-provider-Clintara
http://aibl.csiro.au/
http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/08/25/cogstate-ltd-idUSnBw255245a+100+BSW20140825


The current business model for Precision Recruitment is an annual fee (which covers costs) with a success-based fee for each participant

successfully placed in a trial. Given the web-based nature, most costs baked into CGS overheads and the annual fee covering cost of delivery we

expect revenue from the product to be very high margin, we think 75%+.

In FY15 Precision Recruitment generated $500k in revenue in beta phase. It has since been launched and is currently in progress with three clients.

Reception has been strong and there is clearly a big demand for what Precision Recruitment can do. We are reasonably optimistic on the prospects

for Precision Recruitment in the near and longer term and are expecting a revenue contribution of $1-2m in FY16, moving to ~$3m in FY17. It could be

quite the growth engine for Cogstate and there is no reason why it can’t be contributing ~$5m EBIT to the company in 2-3 years, but we want to err

on the side of cautiousness.

As is the case with anything that hasn’t been done before there will be teething problems with this product and it is likely that things won’t always

run to schedule. Cogstate operates in numerous countries all around the world and the regulatory and ethical requirements will be different for each

one. There will need to be conversations with each CRO they work with to figure out how exactly Precision Recruitment fits into the CRO’s services

already being provided. And the business model is likely to evolve over time as the product offering matures.

However, if the reception to this product from some of the largest drug companies in the world is anything to go by then the outlook for Precision

Recruitment is very positive.

Our expectation for FY16 is for an EBITDA contribution of $750k-$1.5m from Precision Recruitment. This is additional to the clinical trials numbers we

mentioned earlier. In FY17 we are confident that Precision Recruitment can contribute ~$2m EBITDA but we also expect delays and strategy changes

along the way as CGS navigate this new market.

CognigramCognigram

Cognigram is Cogstate’s cognitive assessment tool for general practitioners (GPs) at the primary point of care. The idea behind Cognigram is to be

able to measure cognition and detect and monitor the progression of cognitive decline, the same way a GP might administer a test for cholesterol or

blood pressure. CGS management claim that Cognigram is their largest opportunity by some margin, which is really saying something given the size

of the opportunities in clinical trials and Precision Recruitment

Cognigram was developed in 2012 and CGS quickly entered into a relationship with Merck for a small pilot in Canada, where Merck were given sales

and marketing rights. That contract was later renegotiated to give sales and marketing rights back to CGS, with Merck still providing some e-

marketing services.

The purpose of the (intentionally) small pilot in Canada was to gather data on the use of the tool by Canadian GPs to eventually allow CGS to launch

the product into other markets, where they continue to work to gain regulatory approval. What that pilot has already done is prove the effectiveness

of Cognigram in assessing cognition, with Merck releasing a statement on the ability of Cognigram to detect and monitor cognitive decline over time.

There are a couple things that need to happen for Cognigram to really take off.

The first one is regulatory approval. We understand this is something that they are pursuing in the background with no associated cost increase to

occur.

Secondly, there needs to be public reimbursement. To do this Cognigram needs to demonstrate both its effectiveness and a clear reduction in costs

from the use of Cognigram. This is where the purpose of the Canadian pilot becomes clear. They have already proven its effectiveness and over time

we suspect they will also be able to demonstrate the obvious reduction in costs from identifying cognitive decline (and the diseases it often

indicates) at the earliest stages.

Finally, the release of a drug therapy for Alzheimer’s, or more generally, for dementia would provide a huge tailwind for Cognigram. When a GP tests

http://www.merck.com/index.html
http://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20131008/pdf/42jwm1bgw2lgsn.pdf
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your cholesterol or your blood pressure and the results aren’t ideal there is the option to prescribe a drug to correct the problem. That currently

does not exist for the presence of cognitive decline and so the desire to test for it is naturally reduced. If there was a drug to treat Alzheimer’s

disease there would be a huge demand in the market for a tool to allow GPs to assess the need to prescribe that drug to patients. At some point this

will occur and it explains why Cognigram holds significant strategic value for CGS as they will be able to immediately enter as one of the leaders in

cognitive assessment with a product that has been tested in the market alongside Merck and Canadian GPs for a number of years.

Success of Cognigram would be a complete game changer for CGS and would open up the path to $100m revenue over the next five years or so,

particularly if public reimbursement was approved in the US market. On the flip side we are encouraged by the fact that management have

seemingly learnt their lesson on becoming distracted from the clinical trials business in years passed, and we therefore expect that Cognigram will

be pursued behind the scenes and with no significant elevation in costs.

In FY16 Cognigram should generate a loss of a couple hundred thousand dollars (similar to last year) and upon receiving regulatory approval in new

markets they will seek out a partnership likely with a global drug company (given their track record of partnering up with the largest drug companies

in the world for various ventures and the proven effectiveness of Cognigram we don’t think this will be difficult).

But in the meantime investors should focus on clinical trials and Precision Recruitment as that is where the near term growth will occur. Given the

nature of Cognigram at the present time we are ascribing it no value in our valuations and instead are viewing it as potential upside.

Shareholder  Fr iendly Board and ManagementShareholder  Fr iendly Board and Management

One of the things we look for in a business is for the board and management to be acting in the interests of shareholders and for their incentives to

be aligned with ours. We believe Cogstate is a good example of this for a few reasons.

Firstly, the board and key management own a large percentage of shares on issue which naturally encourages them to act in the interest of

shareholders. The CEO Brad O’Connor owns 3.2m shares. The Chairman, who has been with the company since its founding and supported it

financially every step of the way, owns 18.9m shares. David Dolby, who is a director for Dolby Laboratories and Dolby Family Ventures owns 19.8m

shares and has been a financial supporter for many years. Richard Van de Broek owns 3.7m shares and David Simpson owns 1.2m.

The highly respected Dr Alan Finkel owns 9m shares (8m of which he paid 25c for this year when he was appointed to the board). With his

appointment as Chief Scientist of Australia he will likely step down from CGS but we are told he intends to retain his large shareholding and his

involvement with the business even in that short time has been very favourable. CGS will likely look for a director with a strong technology

background to replace Dr Finkel.

That means that the board owns roughly half the company. Key execs like the co-founder and current Chief of Science Paul Maruff, the Chief

Commercial Officer, the Chief Technology Officer and others all own shares and/or options in the company and have their incentives tied with

shareholders.

The top 20 owns ~80% of the company and includes a number of impressive individuals outside of those already mentioned, spanning technology

executives and neuroscience professionals. It is an impressive board and register, but we note the absence of fund managers or institutional interest

(which we like to see at this stage).

We are comforted by the fact that our interests as shareholders are aligned with those of the board and management and we think that improves

our odds of investment success.

Axon SportsAxon Sports

We touched briefly on how CGS divested Axon Sports in late 2014 as part of the strategy to focus on the core business. That sale was to an American

investment company and involved CGS not receiving any upfront consideration but will be entitled to an undisclosed percentage of all revenue over

the next five years, paid on a quarterly basis.

Under the agreement the purchaser assumed all ongoing costs of the business. CGS retained their sports concussion testing product.

R isksRisks

We see the key risks to an investment in CGS as the following:

– Slowing pace of contract wins: The core of our thesis is the rapid growth in contract signings for the clinical trials business and the significant

amount of operating leverage that will result. We expect to see ~$20m of locked in revenue for FY17 by the end of 30 June 2016, which would go a

long way to ensure that FY17 is a very strong year and make the current share price look attractive. If however, contract signings slowed for

whatever reason then our thesis would prove incorrect. There is also the risk of delays in signing contracts.

– Adverse event in one of their trials: It is possible that a trial needs to be cancelled due to an adverse reaction to the drug being tested. While this is

very rare (we believe it has happened once before in Cogstate’s 10+ year history as a listed company) it does pose a risk so its something investors

should be aware of.

– Strengthening AUD: Virtually all contracts are signed in USD. If the AUD strengthened considerably then the value of the order book in AUD would

decline. Most costs are in USD as CGS made the decision years ago to align the cost base with their USD revenues.

– Failure of Precision Recruitment to gain traction:  As we have discussed Precision Recruitment is largely a new concept to the industry and it will
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take time to iron out the strategy. While all indications are positive at this stage and we expect a solid earnings contribution in FY16 there is the

possibility that the business does not reach our expectations in future years. This risk is reduced in that the main growth engine, and the core of our

investment thesis, is the clinical trials business. So while Precision Recruitment failing to gain traction would be a negative our thesis could still prove

correct.

Recent  PerformanceRecent Performance

CGS have given guidance that they will be profitable at the EBIT level in H1 and H2 of FY16. They were profitable in Q1 but cash flow timing

differences masked what was actually a decent quarter (and which allowed us to buy some shares cheaper than otherwise would of been the case).

These cash flow timing issues are the result of 90 day payment terms with their clinical trials customers and will likely be resolved in 2Q16. Cash at

the end of the quarter was $4.1m but we estimate that figure is now closer to ~A$5m (no debt), which is very comfortable.

The quarter was the second strongest for contract wins in USD in the company’s history and the largest in AUD terms. Clinical trials revenue came in

at A$5.79m, slightly down on the very strong previous quarter (A$6.67m) Encouragingly, the A$11.7m of contract signings in the quarter, which is the

key forward indicator for revenue, was 2.02x revenue, the fifth consecutive quarter where contract signings have exceeded revenue (called a book to

bill ratio).

On December 14th CGS provided a sales contract update stating they had won an additional US$3.4m (A$4.7m) in contracts since the last update at

their AGM less than two months ago. They now have A$39.7m in contracted future revenue, A$20.4m of which will be recognised in FY16. A$10.5m is

contracted for FY17, which is as we have stated, is the key to keep an eye on.

Encouragingly, they remain optimistic on further imminent contract signings, stating:

“Cogstate is currently negotiating additional sales contracts and it is expected that at least one or more of those contracts will be executed before 31

December 2015. Management expects to be able to release a further update of sales contracts before 31 December 2015.”

 – CGS Announcement, 14th December 2015

We expect the December quarter to be profitable and cash flow positive.

Our Investment ThesisOur Investment Thesis



The above graphic effectively summarises our investment thesis for CGS.

The key forward indicator we are watching is contracted revenue for FY17. The figure currently sits around A$10m but our expectation is for that to

move to around $20m by 30 June 2016. If that is the case then our investment thesis is likely to prove correct and FY17 will be a very strong year for

earnings.

Precision Recruitment will be a solid contributor in FY16 and, we expect, a very strong contributor in FY17. Cognigram will be pursued behind the

scenes but if and when it is successful then our valuations will need to be increased, likely quite significantly.

Our base case expectations are for EBIT of $2m in FY16 moving to ~$6m in FY17.

Cambridge Cognition trades on a forward EV/Sales multiple of 2.2x. If we apply the same to CGS on our conservative revenue estimate for FY16 it

would imply a share price of 53c, while on FY17 figures it would imply a share price of 67c. We think 53c is our most conservative estimate of the

value of CGS today. As we stated earlier we are of the view that CGS deserves to trade at a substantial premium given its larger size and profitability.

Comparable companies in the US trade on EV/EBITDA multiples of 14.32x and EV/EBIT multiples of 18.41x. Looking at FY17 figures that implies a

share price range of 83c-95c.

The table below summarises the EV/EBIT multiples of some comparable technology businesses trading on the ASX.
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As previously stated we view 53c as our most conservative estimate of fair value based on where FY16 numbers will come in, but the core of our

thesis is that as we move into the second half of FY16 the market will have enough confidence in CGS to price it on FY17 forward earnings because

the secured contracts give enough visibility and security over future revenues to do so. So long as the order book for FY17 continues to build over

FY16 then we are confident the company will hit our earnings estimates.  Our base case expectation at time of writing is for ~$6m EBIT in FY17 and

we are comfortable with an EV/EBIT multiple of ~12-15x.

As a result our estimate of fair value range (assuming CGS performs to our expectations) is 63-78c.

*Note: All our valuations use the fully diluted share count.

Capital  H Management – What We Are DoingCapital  H Management – What We Are Doing

At time of writing CGS is currently our second largest holding in the fund and a high conviction position. We have accumulated roughly 2/3 of the

position that we would ultimately like to own and continue to accumulate at current prices. Our favoured approach is to buy an initial stake and then

continue to buy as management execute on key milestones and that is the strategy we intend to take with CGS.

There is still a lot of work to do for the company to achieve our FY17 earnings estimates and the momentum present in the business over the last 12-

18 months will need to continue. So long as it does we believe the risk is actually to the upside of our numbers but we prefer to be conservative for

now and will happily buy at higher prices if and when our investment thesis continues to be proven correct.

Please understand that none of the above is advice nor a recommendation. The information in this report  should be considered our views and

opinions and should only form a part of your own investment research process. We are simply sharing our thoughts and investment decisions for the

Capital H fund.
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